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Another year is under way, and it seems that the topics that e-News has been
covering since 2003 are still as relevant as ever. As I write this welcome,
Condoleeza Rice appears on the news announcing the intention to revive the
peace process, and calling on the Quartet to meet very soon. On this page also is
a review of the current situation in Israel, regarding the status of the border.
With the fragmentation of the Palestinians it is difficult to see how much
effective progress could be made.

3
Write me at pkclark@pmbx.net & let me know what you think.

Christian Zionism (Identity) - Where Are We No w?
This month, January 2007, Yuli Thamir, the Israeli education minister instructed schools that the Green Line – the
border between Israel and the West Bank – should be reintroduced in education materials. Children should now be taught
about the significance and location of the line between Israel and the West Bank. This is not a decision acknowledging the
line as an official border, however, but seems to reflect a recognition amongst Israelis that it will eventually serve as the
basis for a two-state agreement. In a pair of articles in the International Herald Tribune this month (IHT, Jan.10, 2007)
David Newman and Denis Ross provide a number of insights into the process of demarcating a future border. Some of
these points are well known to readers of e-News, but repetition will not go amiss:
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• the termination of the Israeli War of Independence was an armistice,
not a peace agreement
• the Green Line was drawn at the Rhodes armistice talks in 1949
• after the 1967 Six-Day War the Israeli government removed the
Green Line from its maps
• it has remained the boundary between Israeli administration and the
military rule of the stateless Palestinians
• the West Bank Barrier is constructed along long sections of the
Green Line
• where sections of the Barrier deviate from the Green Line they have
been condemned by the UN, and at times by the Israeli Supreme
Court
• many Palestinians now live on the territory between the Green Line
and the Barrier
• at the 2006 Herzliya Conference it was proposed that the Green Line
be used as the basis for a two-state border
• the same conference identified areas where compensatory
exchanges of land could be made
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In his article, Dennis Ross – President Clinton’s advisor during the
Camp David negotiations of 2000 – takes issue with the way President Carter
has used two of his, Ross’s, maps. He also provides the following insights:
•
•

•

the maps indicate that the land on offer was as much as 97% of the West
Hebron
Bank
it is difficult to discuss core issues of a solution when the leading actors
are so weak
the Palestinian leadership is ‘locked in an internal stalemate’
the Israeli government is wracked by scandals and losing the confidence
Green Line
of the electorate.
From their weak positions, Ross asks, “can… Mahmoud Abbas tell his
public that refugees will not go back to Israel?” – Olmert “that the Arab neighborhoods of East Jerusalem will have
Palestinian and not Israeli sovereignty?”
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refused to accept the Pharisees’ Oral law. It is not certain
whether certain Jewish communities had retained this
Officially, though not always in practice, Jews,
conviction, or whether the more inquisitive nature of
Christians and Zoroastrians had special dispensation
Abbasid-period philosophy enabled it to spring up afresh,
under Islam. One consequence of this was the setting up
but during the 9th century a branch of Judaism developed
of religious courts to handle issues specifically related to
which rejected the oral Torah as a work of man and not the
Jewish affairs. The supreme
truth of God.
court of this system was in
The ‘Karaite heresy’ is an
Baghdad. For about 400 years,
th
interesting
term for a movement
from the middle of the 7
among
Jews
that chose to reject
century, the [descendant] of the
the oral Torah for the written
Patriarch would receive
books of Moses. Karaism began
questions of law from around
in Babylon/Baghdad – the major
the Muslim Empire, and reply
center of Talmudic learning –
to them with his legal opinion.
but soon spread to Palestine, and
The legal responsa are
at its height may have claimed as
significant part of the oral
many as half of all Jews.
Torah.
Founded in Babylon by Annan
By the time the Islamic
ben David, kara carries the
empire was established,
meaning of ‘scriptural-ism,’ and
schisms had already ensured an
is in its way a parallel to the
endemic Shiite opposition
European enlightenment of some
within the empire, and a couple
centuries later. In its own way a
of centuries later the western
‘back to the book’ movement, it
territory had [separated] to
rejected the dogmatism of
form an independent Shiite
Rabbinic teachings, much as the
empire based in Cairo.
enlightenment would later reject
Schism had also occurred
Aristotle’s unscientific
within Judaism. This was at
pronouncements that arose from
least partly due to the
his philosophy of what the world
temporary enlightenment
Today, Karaites are not permitted to marry ‘Jews,’
‘should’ be like. Karaites, even
experienced by the Abbassid
but this wedding certificate from 1030 (AD, not am.
today, recognize that a single
Islamic empire. The Golden
…!) was between a Karaite bride, Karima bat Hasan, interpretation of the Scriptures
Age of Islam, centered on its
and Rabbanite groom, ben Mansur, whose first name
may be impossible for man to
Baghdad capital, welcomed
is missing. The scribe who recorded this was
achieve, and are quite tolerant of
new ideas, and facilitated the
Ephraim ben Mevasser ben Solomon.
varied interpretations of the
translation of western texts,
[Document source, Jewish Theological Seminary, N\Y, obtained
Pentateuch/written Torah.
particularly those of the classic
from http://www.jtsa.edu/library/exhib/scrips/07.shtml]
Once firmly established in
Greek & Roman authors. This
Palestine,
Karaite
literature
ceased
to be written in Aramaic
explosion of ideas was to be rapidly brought to a close,
(the
language
of
the
Talmud
which
they rejected) to write
but whilst it lasted it affected the thoughts and ideas
their
teachings,
commentaries
and
arguments
in Hebrew and
circulating amongst
The flowering of Muslim culture –
Arabic.
the Jewish
literature, philosophy, science, etc. –
that occurred at this period was due to community.
Next issue: Jewish philosophy regains control
the liberal attitude of the authorities,
In the previous
when writers and philosophers such
issue we mentioned
as Omar Khayyam could express
opinions that ran counter to the Qu’ran that the Sadducees
of the Second
without risking their lives. This
liberalism ceased abruptly as the
Temple period
Abbasids succumbed to the more
(between
conservative [Ayyubids] the production
Nehemiah’s
of new ideas, literature and science
restoration and the
also abruptly ceased – never really to
time of Jesus) had
revive.

Judaism under Islam
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The Berbers
To the ancient Egyptians they were known as Libou, to the Greeks, Libyans. The Romans knew them as the Afri – the
name derived from just one of the tribes of northern (what is now) Tunisia – or later as Mauri (“Moors”). Many of the
tribes of Byzantine Rome had become Christian – Augustine of Hippo was one of their number – and were known to the
invading Arabs of the 7th century as Roum Afaric. It was the Arabs who adapted the Greek barbaroi (“barbarian”) to refer
to the ethnic tribes, who were, at best, on the fringes of Byzantine culture, as Berbers.
The Berbers were spread across northern Africa (now
Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia and Libya) before 1500 BC, and
surely would have seen the arrival of the Phoenicians as
something of a threat to their way of life. The Phoenicians
weren’t, however, total strangers, and the now almost extinct
Berber language owes something to the Semitic languages of
Hebrew, Aramaic and Arabic.
Berber tribes tended to organize themselves into
federations, for mutual protection. As with the Bedouin of
Arabia, they tended to be either sedentary (residing in villages or
towns) or nomadic. The Numidians of the northern, coastal and
mountainous areas tended to settle in communities based on the
fertile land on which they depended. Similarly, the oases of
Ksour near Tatouine, with the two floors of ghorfa in the
Tunisia
hosted semi-nomadic tribes that could rely on steady
foreground having been restored.
crops of dates and other fruit. The southern regions of Tunisia
and Libya were the territory of the nomadic Musulmani and Chinitian tribes.
Carthage (founded by traders and settlers from Phoenicia, Lebanon, in 814 BC) gradually took control of northern
Tunisia, and the Numidian tribes of that region. This resulted in the adoption of
the Punic language and Phoenician gods, Baal-Hammon and Tanit.
The Punic Wars or 263-146 BC put paid to Phoenician dominance of North
Africa. The Romans cultivated the Numidian king, Massinissa, to help them in
controlling the region, but upon his death
they began the process of annexing Africa
(the name given to that area that is now
Tunisia). When Juba I chose to support
Pompeii in the Civil War, his defeat by
Caesar ensured that Africa fell under Roman
control.
Todays Berbers are found throughout
the region, but their culture is distinctive in
the less settled regions on the edge of the
desert, such as in the south of Tunisia. In
this area the semi-nomadic tribes looked for
locations to store their grain, using the
traditional ghorfa to protect it from the
In their North African colonies the
elements. In the dry conditions at the edge
French kilometer markers
(bornes) are ubiquitous. This one of the desert the grain could be preserved
for a long time, and the ghurfas were
indicates 11 km (the zero is an
The mountain Ksour were part of a
expanded into extensive granaries known as
error) to Chenini (the template
network of ridge villages, and are
was painted upside down!) on
ksours. Many a hilltop between the Gulf of
also known as Kalaat, fortresses.
route no. 2007, and this is marker Gabes and the Sahara boasts a Ksar, each
no. 25 in the current sequence.
with as many as three floors of ghorfas in which the grain could be stored. Though the
For tourists, Chenini is one of the ksours on the hilltops look impregnable, they are not usually walled, but are more
most popular Ksour in the south
dependent upon their isolated location for their defense.
of Tunisia.
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Jinjawid attack Chad villages
Sudan
Report:UN troops in South accused of sexual assaults

Somalia
4,000 Deaths in 2006, 170
peacekeepers killed
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Govt. to allow UN presence with AU in Darfur
30 trucks of militias burn village, molest women
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Govt. bombs civilians in Darfur Fighting in S, 2 killed
Ceasefire negotiated
Morocco arrests 26 in Islamist cell
New currency introduced-1 pound replaces 100 dinars

Fighting between OIC & govt. in Baidoa Ethiopia strikes OIC bases OIC retreats from Mogadishu USA ships block Islamists escape US air strike kills 10 Al Qaeda figures-3 leaders escape
OIC declare Jihad against Ethiopia
Islamists retreat Ethiopia bombing OIC flee SomaliaIslamists
Warlords & militas return to Mogadishu
Some Ethiopian air strikes hit nomads, killing 70
Ethiopia enters war Ethiopia captures towns, 1000+ OIC killed 2 Ethiopians killed by gunman
Protests against Ethiopia
Warlords fight outside presidential villa

Grenade kills 1 in Indian Kashmir
Baluch pro-govt.
Shiite professor killed Plans to fence
Explosion at Afghan refugee
Pakistan
camp in Peshawar kills 2
Unrest continues in NWFP. Girls’ sheikh killed by bomb in Deraa Ismail Khan Afghan border
Proposal for autonomy from separatist group
schools close after threats.
Mourners attack Sunni funeral in DIK
Bomb in Quetta, 10 hurt
50 Taliban killed in Kandahar prov.
1 UK soldier killed in Helmand Taliban capture police chief
Roadside bomb kills
Strike on Taliban crossing 30 Taliban killed, 1 UK
Afghan.
from Pakistan, 130 killed
2 women & 2 children
4,000 deaths in 2006 inc
Herat bomb blasts-7 die
Police chief missing after
UK soldier killed
170 peacekeeping troops
15 Taliban killed in Helmand
Taliban raid in Farah prov.
16 Taliban killed in Garmser in attack
Taliban chief killed in air strike

Arabia
Iraq

UAE to transfer $30m to PNA

Saudi cleric calls Shiites ‘infidels’

Yemen: flooding kills 7+, 2000 homeless

25 abducted from  office
Family kidnapped in Madaen
Najaf council grants land to refugees
Security in 3-day clash w/ Saddam death sentence confirmed
Shia militia in Samawa
Baghdad market  kills 5
2 bombs kill 17 in Baghdad
Iraqi soldier killed in fight with US marine
4-day assault on Baghdad Baghdad: 129 insurgents
US Deaths:
insurgents-130+ dead
held in multiple raids
3/30: 2,317
Police chief kidnapped in Samarra 4 US killed in action
KDP office in Mosul bombed
23 detqained
Assassination attempt
5/31: 2,459
on Baghdad police chief
in Ramadi
RS s kill 5 US, 2 Iraqis Al Qaeda cell leader held in Yusufiya
Rescue of 8 abducted
$875k
taken
in
Baghdad
bank
raid
7/31: 2,578
2 militant leaders captured
Baghdad:71 bodies found
Najaf handed over to Iraqi control S kills 7 police
Suicide kills 10 in Diyala prov.
8/31: 2,626
9/30: 2,700
Suicide kills 15 at police stn. 3 US killed in Anbar prov.
Raid on bomb-makers, 4 killed Battle w/militants in Balad Ruz
Police major killed in Diwaniya
Shia family
10/31: 2,806
Baghdad:16 kidnapped rescued Saddam executed at 6am
killed in Sunni
Car bomb in Hilla kills 2 Rumors of raids on Sunni pilgrims
Bob Gates visits Iraq
11/15: 2,858
Yathrib
3 US troops killed
82 arrested in Yusufiya incite attack on Shia, 11 killed
12/15: 2,942
2 US killed by roadside s
in Kufa, S. Iraq, kills 36
US to send 21,500 extra troops
12/31: 3,000
Iranian diplomats caught
Mortars hit Amil Car bomb in Hilla kills 2
Al
Qaeda
leader
held
in
Mosul
3
car
s
in
Baghdad
kill
36
1/15: 3,006
US raids Iranian office in Erbil
in raid on militants
suburb, 5 killed
5
US
killed
in
3
incidents
Saddam
buried
in
Chkpnt bomb kills 11 in Baghdad
Baghdad:47 bodies found in 2 day period
Baghdad car kills 10
home town, Awja
Baghdad
As Sadr meets with Sistani
Suicide kills 15 at
kidnap cell
Kirkuk: 2 construction workers killed
1000 UK troops/tanks raid, destroy, 3,000th US soldier dies
Even Shia groups want Al Sadr’s
police recruit office
Smarra
Sheikh
abducted
captured
Basra rogue pol.stn, rescuing
Mehdi army to be brought under
47 insurgents held in Fallujah
2
US
killed
in
Diyala
5 US killed in action
Shia
work
bus
attacked,
4
killed
tortured prisoners from execution
control.
Mosul:11 killed in 5 incidents
US troops attacked from Mortars in SE
Tikrit police colonel killed
Palestinians fleeing Iraq are
Ramadi suicide bomb kills 2 police
Cars in Baghdad kill 14+
Sunni politician’s office, Baghdad kill 4
stranded on Syrian border.
Rogue police chief arrested RSs kill 6 US troops
Plane
crash
in
bad
weather,
60
dead
6 insurgents killed
Police
raid,
2
killed
in
Tunis,
drugs
blamed,
but
Islamists
later
acknowledged
12
killed
in
police
raid
S
of
Tunis:
weapons,
explosives
&
embassy
maps
found
Tunisia
Bomb injures 5 in Malatya, E. Turkey
3 PKK fighters killed in 2 days
Turkey

Lebanon

2-day demonstration at Finance Ministry
Opposition calls for Weapons seized
16,000 Israeli cluster bombs 2 peacekeepers
100 Malaysian troops
arrive to join UNIFIL II
early elections - sit- from pro-Syrian
defused since end of war
injured by
Hariri inquiry: Russia wants uncooperative countries to be named
in continues
party (SSNP)
cluster bomb
Jordan: King Abdullah orders Jafr prison closed
Al Qaeda suspect killed, 1 arrested in Irbid
Jordan
Olmert aide, tax commissioner arrested for tax fraud
Rocket fired from Gaza, no damage
Israel
Militants killed in Israeli who killed 4 Palestinians in 2 14yr-olds injured by rockets,
Nablus, Tulkarm 2005 commits suicide in prison
Israel threatens response
Navy boat fires on Palestinian fishing boat
Ehud Barak campaigns
for head of Labour
13yr-old girl killed in Tulkarm Israel will consider releasing Barghouti Inquiry criticises military handling of Lebanon war
Nov.26 ceasefire is tenuous
C.Rice meets w/ FM
2 shot near Gaza
but holding.
Lipni: discuss Pal. state border-killed by
Omlert meets w/ King Abdullah
Israel to remove 27 roadblocks (/400)
4 killed in Ramallah arrest raid by IDF
Report: 660 Pal’s killed by IDF
own explosives
w/ temporary borders
Israel to transfer tax funds to PNA/Abbas US criticizes plan for new WB settlement
Militant arrested in Tulkarm
in 2006 (three times 2005 total)
on Barrier route
WB & Fatah & Hamas supporters clash Fatah gunmen attack Hamas rally in Nablus
AFP photographer kidnapped 3 killed in factional fighting
Workers end 3-month strike for wages
Abbas/Hamas in new talks on unity govt.
1 Fatah killed in Jabaliya camp Two shot in Rafah camp, inc. 7yr-old
Fateh militant killed in Gaza 1000s attend Fateh rally in Gaza
Gaza
60 rocket attacks on
5 militants arrested in WB
5 killed in Hamas/Fateh attacks AFP photographer freed Hamas rally, Dahlan condemned
Fatah/Hamas abduct
Abbas meets w/
Israel since Nov.26
opponents, released later Olmert in Jerusalem
Hamas policeman killed by Fateh gunmen Fatah rally in Ramallah
Gunmen storm UN office,
ceasefire (12/27).
Grenade hits Fatah office, gunbattle erupts, 2 die
are arrested by Hamas
14 Palestinians killed in
Hamas militants attack police chief home, kill family
security
Hamas/Fatah withdraw forces in Gaza
WB since Nov.26
Cleric killed after condemning fighting
Dec.1 sit-in continues
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